Refocusing
Compensation’s Role
in the Great Reevaluation
Payscale’s annual flagship report distills data and insights
from the largest known survey focused on compensation
management practices for compensation professionals,
HR leaders, and business executives.

2022 Compensation Best Practices Report
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Executive Summary
The 2022 Compensation Best Practices Survey gathered responses
from November 2021 to January 2022. There were 5,578 respondents.

2021 has been heralded as the year of the Great Resignation or Great
Reshuffle. In truth, it’s both. It’s really a Great Reevaluation and it’s forcing
employers to re-imagine the role of compensation in the employee experience.

More organizations than ever (92 percent) are also looking to give base
pay increases in 2022 and the percentage of organizations giving more
than three percent (44 percent) is 13 percent higher than the average
over the last six years.

2021 was a year of reckoning when it comes to people weighing the value of

Perhaps not coincidentally, 44 percent is also the number of organizations

working for a corporation versus other pursuits, especially against the backdrop

that believe they are losing talent due to insufficient pay increases.

of a pandemic. Many workers who stuck around throughout the layoffs,
mandates, and shortages of 2020 expected better compensation packages
in 2021. But pay did not increase, and many resigned from their jobs. At the
same time, the economy started to heat back up, with significantly more job

Even so, only 53 percent of organizations, little more than half, are
fairly confident or very confident in the ability of their total rewards
package to attract and retain talent.

openings than fills. Those who want to continue working have had their pick
of opportunities and there’s no incentive to remain anywhere if a new, better
opportunity emerges. This situation creates endless churn.

66 percent of organizations also say pay equity analysis is a planned or
current initiative in 2022, which is a 20 percent increase over last year.

The fallout is that the bargaining power has shifted in the direction of the labor
force and it doesn’t look like it’s going to shift back anytime soon. In order to

Collectively, all of this speaks to a need to invest more in compensation — not

attract and retain talent in 2022, employers need to up their game.

just the amount of budget allocated for salary offers and pay increases but
also investment in the resources needed to manage pay strategically for the

A more mature approach to compensation management is a critical part

organization: the team, the data, and the technology. Fortunately, our survey

of this equation. In 2022, the percentage of organizations that say they

shows a positive correlation between top performing organizations (those

either have a compensation strategy or are working on one shot up to

who exceeded revenue goals) and the size of the compensation team, overall

86 percent — 10 percentage points over last year and 16 percent above years

compensation maturity, confidence in total rewards strategy, and the use of

before that.

Payscale compensation software.

www.payscale.com
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Highlights

Labor shortages

Pay increases

Pay equity

76%

92%

66%

of organizations have experienced
labor shortages or difficulty

of organizations are giving base
pay increases in 2022.

75%

44%

of organizations are planning to
give pay increases higher than

replace workers with automation to

3 percent — a 13 percent increase

solve shortages.

over the average the last six years.

33%
Total rewards

53%

is a planned initiative in 2022—a
20 percent increase over last year.

attracting talent in 2021.

of organizations are not looking to

of organizations say pay equity analysis

of organizations that cut or froze

Remote work

85%

of organizations agree or strongly
agree that workplace flexibility is a
key driver of employee engagement—

pay in 2020 did not make up for it

12 percent higher than compensation.

and don’t plan to.

of organizations are fairly confident
or very confident in the ability of their
total rewards package to attract and

44%

of organizations say that pay is the
reason they are losing talent.

42%

of orgs have a pay strategy for remote
workers or are working on it, a sharp
drop from 6 months ago due to more

retain talent – just a little over half.

organizations solidifying on hybrid

85%

40%

of organizations use between 2-4

of organizations say they have a
compensation strategy or are working

Future investment

on one — a 10 percent increase over
last year and a 16 percent increase

of organizations share pay ranges

using geographic differentials for

Comp strategy

86%
Pay communications

of organizations are interested in
location-based pay.

data sources to determine salaries
for employees.

68%

offices rather than remote work.

inflation but only 29 percent
increased their budget.

Salary data

68%

of organizations are worried about

over previous years.

75%

of organizations expect compensation
will be more challenging in 2022

with employees but only 22 percent

and 70 percent correspondingly

do so in the job ad.

plan to invest more in compensation
management.

www.payscale.com
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Participate in next year’s
Compensation Best
Practices Survey
For the past 13 years, Payscale’s Compensation Best
Practices Report has collected data from Compensation

Sign up to
participate next year.

and HR professionals. By participating, you receive
an early copy of the results, support peers, and help
democratize data for all.

Put me on the list for 2023

www.payscale.com
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Spotlight on Labor Challenges

Although all industries have experienced hiring
challenges, those most affected in 2021 were:
Retail (89 percent)
Food, Beverage & Hospitality (88 percent)

2021 presented enormous challenges for organizations looking to recover
from the economic downturn of 2020 by rehiring for positions that had
been terminated. At the beginning of the pandemic, companies collectively
chose to lay off workers by the tens of millions. This created additional

Health Care and Social Assistance (87 percent)
Manufacturing (87 percent)

stress for remaining employees, which was potentially life threatening in
the case of some essential workers. In 2021, the labor force responded by

Difficulty attracting candidates affected both top performers and non-top

resigning from their positions while at the same time job openings increased.

performers about equally. Curiously, medium sized companies were more

Employers have also been having trouble getting qualified applicants to

impacted by labor shortages than small businesses or large enterprises.

respond to their job ads.

Small businesses may have fared better due to fewer staffing needs. Large
enterprises were also less impacted than medium-sized companies, though
to a lesser degree than small businesses.

Labor shortages
Despite unemployment being high in 2021 compared to recent years,
76 percent of organizations say they experienced labor shortages or

Have you experienced labor shortages or trouble attracting
talent in 2021 that is greater than previous years?

difficulty attracting talent in 2021.
1-99 employees

Have you experienced labor shortages or trouble
attracting talent in 2021 that is greater than previous years?

76%
Yes

18%
No

6%

63%

100-749 employees

83%

750-4,999 employees

84%

5,000-49,999 employees

83%

50,000 or more employees

Yes

75%

Unsure

www.payscale.com
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Compensation as a driver

How did your voluntary turnover
in 2021 compare to previous years?
86 How did your voluntary turnover in 2021 compare to previous

When it comes to competing for talent, most organizations
recognize that compensation is critical. The majority
(73 percent) believe that compensation is a key driver of
employee engagement, which increases steadily by company size.

12%

Industries least likely to see compensation as a driver of employee
engagement are Food, Beverage & Hospitality (68 percent)
and Agencies & Consultancies (59 percent).

49%

40%

Confidence that compensation is a key driver of engagement
Percentage of organizations that answered with a 4 (somewhat agree) or 5
(strongly agree) that compensation is a key driver of employee engagement

Lower than
previous years

About the same
as previous years

Overall
Higher than
previous years

Retention & turnover
Retention has also been a challenge for organizations following
the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, though not as much as
talent acquisition. In 2021, the average turnover rate was
24 percent. The percentage of turnover which was voluntary

1-99 employees
100-749 employees
750-4,999 employees
5,000-49,999 employees
50,000 or more employees

73%
71%
72%
76%
78%
77%

in 2021 was 36 percent on average. In our survey, we asked if
voluntary turnover has increased, decreased, or stayed the same
and less than half of organizations said that it increased in 2021
beyond previous years.

www.payscale.com
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Confidence in compensation packages to attract talent
Percentage of organizations that answered with a
4-fairly confident or 5-very confident in the ability of their
compensation packages to attract and retain talent

67%

However, a lower percentage of organizations are
confident in the ability of their compensation packages
to attract and retain talent at 53 percent overall. Larger
organizations with 50,000 or more employees are more

53%

57%

55%

54%
47%

confident (67 percent) than smaller organizations. This
correlates to larger organizations having experienced
less challenge attracting talent (75 percent) than midsized organizations, though turnover was comparable.
Turnover was lowest for small businesses with less than
100 employees in 2021 (19 percent) compared to other
organization sizes.
Confidence in total rewards to attract and retain talent is
also a major differentiator between top performers and
non-top performers — the highest in our survey — with
the gap between them totaling over 19 percent, which
demonstrates a strong correlation between confidence
in compensation and companies that exceeded their
revenue goals.

Overall

0-99
employees

100-749
employees

Confidence in total rewards to attract and retain
talent is also a major differentiator between top
performers and non-top performers — with the
gap between them totaling 19 percent

750-4,999
employees

5,000-49,999
employees

50,000 or more

Top performers
Non-top performers

61%
42%

19%

www.payscale.com
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Which of the following is your organization doing to attract and retain talent?
58%
62%

Raise wages or salaries
Paid time off
Remote work or flexible work location

Tactics to attract and retain talent
We asked organizations what they are doing to

Promotion
Flexible work schedules

attract and retain talent in the current economy

Award or recognition

for salaried or high wage workers versus low or

Hiring bonuses

minimum wage workers. For both groups, the most
popular strategy is to raise wages or salaries.
For low wage workers, the second most popular strategy
is paid time off (31 percent) while for salaried workers it’s
remote work or a flexible work location (59 percent).

59%

Education or tuition
Better healthcare benefits
Non-monetary public recognition
Title change
Retention bonuses
Goal-based bonuses

In comparing tactics to attract talent with top performing
organizations, we find the strongest correlation for
salaried workers is offering hiring bonuses followed

More consistent work schedules
Reduced or part-time work schedules

closely by paid time off, better healthcare, flexible work

Improve working conditions

schedules, and education or tuition reimbursement. For

Commission

low wage workers, the biggest differentiators correlated
with top performing organizations are offering promotions
and better healthcare benefits.

Stock/equity
Student loan repayment
We don’t
Childcare
Special privileges
0%

10%

Low or minimum wage workers

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Salaried or high wage workers

www.payscale.com
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Automation as a solution
Whatever the challenges facing organizations when it comes to attracting

However, the situation may look different over the long term. Larger

and retaining talent in the present market, the majority (75 percent) are not

organizations in particular are more likely to be looking to replace

looking to replace workers with self-serve technology like kiosks or other

labor with automation to prepare for the future (24 percent) — just not

forms of automation to solve the problem.

in response to labor shortages in the present.
Are you exploring self-serve technology (e.g. kiosks)
or automation to replace labor in the long-term?

Are you exploring self-serve technology (e.g. kiosks)
or automation to replace labor in the long-term?
100%

11%

11%

80%

4%

60%

40%

20%

75%
0%
Yes, automation is the future

No

Yes, in response to labor shortages

Undecided

1-99
employees

100-749
employees

750-4,999
employees

5,000-49,999
employees

50,000 or more
employees

Yes, automation is the future

No

Yes, in response to labor shortages

Undecided

www.payscale.com
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This varies by industry as well. Although still in
the minority, the percentage of organizations

Are you exploring self-serve technology (e.g. kiosks)
or automation to replace labor in the long-term?

saying that automation is the future is highest in
Manufacturing (21 percent), Food, Beverage &
Hospitality (16 percent), Real Estate and Rental
and Leasing (16 percent), and Retail (15 percent).
It is also surprisingly high for Government
(15 percent) and Agencies & Consultancies

Agencies & Consultancies

13%

Construction

9%

Education

8%

3%

7%

5%

(13 percent).
Organizations that are looking into automation
as an immediate fix for labor shortages are most
likely to be in the Food, Beverage & Hospitality
industry (9 percent), Manufacturing (9 percent),
and Agencies & Consultancies (8 percent). The

Energy & Utilities

11%

Engineering & Science

11%

Finance & Insurance

8%

5%

3%

Food, Beverage & Hospitality

16%

9%

industry least interested in automation of any
kind are nonprofits.

Government

15%

Healthcare & Social Assistance

10%

4%

Manufacturing

21%

Nonprofit

Next Section
Comp Planning for Base Pay Increases

3%

9%

2%

Real Estate & Rental & Leasing

16%

Retail & Customer Service

13%

4%

Overall, there is enough evidence that some
of the challenges with attracting and retaining
talent in the current market has at least
something to do with compensation, and

Technology (including Software)

8%

Other industries

1%

10%

2%

particularly pay increases, which for many
organizations were insufficient in 2021 to
make up for what happened in 2020. Will this

0%

5%

Yes, automation is the future

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Yes, in response to labor shortages

continue in 2022?
www.payscale.com
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Compensation Planning
for Base Pay Increases

With unemployment decreasing and inflation increasing, compensation

By the end of the year, organizations were already increasing their estimates

planning for base pay increases has never been so important to get right.

for planned pay increases in 2022. In our survey, which is fielded between

Not doing so will likely lead to even more turnover in 2022.

November and January, 29 percent of organizations said they have adjusted
their 2022 pay increase budget beyond what they previously planned.

Going into 2022, significantly more organizations (92 percent) are looking
to give pay increases than in 2021 (85 percent), which was “back to normal”
after 2020 when only 64 percent of organizations gave base pay increases.

Given the volatile state of the economy, have you adjusted your
2022 pay increase budget beyond what you previously planned?

Percent of organizations that participated in giving base pay increases

92%
Planned
for 2022

85%

64%

Gave pay
increases in 2021

Gave pay
increases in 2020

29%
Yes

37%
No
Undecided

Mid-year in 2021, research from Payscale on budget planning for pay
increases revealed that going into 2022, businesses projected to expand
salary increases to an average of 3.3 percent. In 2021, organizations gave

34%

base pay increases of 3 percent on average, a small jump from the average
increase of 2.6 percent in 2020 (when budgets were deflated) and a return
to the trend since the last recession.

www.payscale.com
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We compared pay increase trends from our Compensation Best Practices
Reports going back to 2016 and found that 44 percent of organizations

Distribution of pay increases planned in 2022 compared to previous years

are planning to give pay increases over three percent in 2022 — that’s
35%

13 percent higher than the average that gave over 3 percent in the last
30%

six years.

20%

25%

Average base pay increase over 3% given to
employees in 2022 compared to previous years

10%

15%

44%

32%
29%

30%

26%

Planned 2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

0%

33%

5%

36%

Less
than 1.00%

1.00-1.49%

1.50-1.99%

2.00-2.49%

2.50-2.99%

3.00%

3.01-3.49%

3.50-3.99%

4.00-5.00%

More
than 5%

Planned 2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

Less than 1.00%

0.3%

0.8%

12.6%

0.9%

1.4%

3%

2.5%

1.00-1.49%

2.5%

3.7%

5.4%

3.3%

4.2%

6%

5.3%

1.50-1.99%

2.5%

4.8%

5.4%

6.1%

5.1%

8%

7.4%

When we look at the breakout by bracket, we can see that pay increases

2.00-2.49%

10.3%

13.1%

14.4%

15.0%

16.2%

16%

15.6%

over 4 percent are even more differentiated this year compared to

2.50-2.99%

previous years. Unsurprisingly, top performing organizations (those that
exceeded their revenue goals) are correlated with higher pay increases
for employees. We also find that smaller organizations are more likely
than large enterprises to give higher pay increases, which may factor

7.9%

11.9%

12.2%

13.1%

14.1%

14%

14%

3.00%

32.9%

30.0%

24.3%

28.9%

27.4%

25%

25.8%

3.01-3.49%

10.2%

8.6%

6.0%

8.2%

7.7%

6%

5.8%
4.0%

3.50-3.99%

8.7%

5.7%

3.6%

6.1%

4.8%

4%

4.00-5.0%

15.2%

9.4%

7.8%

9.4%

9.5%

9%

9.7%

More than 5%

9.4%

12.2%

8.3%

8.9%

9.6%

10%

10.6%

into why smaller organizations experienced lower turnover (19 percent)
than average (24 percent) in 2021.

www.payscale.com
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Highest base pay increase given to any employee in 2022 excluding promotions
0%

20%

Less than 1.00%

The industries least likely to give pay
increases over 3 percent are:
Education (25 percent)

1.00-1.99%
2.00-2.99%
3.00%

Food, Beverage & Hospitality (32 percent)

3.01-3.49%

Healthcare & Social Assistance (32 percent)

3.50-3.99%

Nonprofits (32 percent)

4.00-4.99%

Government (36 percent)
Retail & Customer Service (40 percent)

5.00-5.99%
6.00-7.49%
7.50-9.99%
10.00-14.99%

The industries most likely to give pay
increases over 3 percent are:
Technology (58 percent)
Engineering & Science (55 percent)

15-19.99%
20-30%
More than 30%

The largest base pay increases outside of promotions planned for 2022 tell
a similar story, with the notable exception that large enterprises with over
50,000 employees differentiated by a rather high percentage (12 percent)
planning to give pay increases over 30 percent to individual contributors
compared to 2 percent on average.
www.payscale.com
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National Year-Over-Year percentage change by quarter
This graph shows how annual wage growth has changed since
2009, with the quarter ending December 31, 2021 at 3.3 percent

Concern about inflation
Concern about rising inflation eroding the value of pay increases

Percent of change

partially explains the significant bump in the average planned pay

since the period ending June 1982 — a 40 year high.
This means that workers need more money simply to maintain
their lives. When we asked, 85 percent of organizations expressed
concern that inflation would erode the value of pay increases.

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

2010

2009

1.5

2016

Are you concerned about rising inflation
in 2021 eroding the value of pay increases?

1.0

2011

but this is also the largest 12-month increase in consumer prices

0.5

2012

chain shortages impacted by the pandemic and might be temporary,

0.0

2013

7 percent year over year in December 2021. Inflation is tied to supply

-0.5

2014

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reported that inflation rose

-1.0

2015

increase for 2022, though raises may not be high enough. The

-1.5

2021

85%

2020

2019

2018

2017

15%

Yes

No

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Download Payscale’s 2021 Q4 Index report to see precise and
timely wage data so you can make better informed decisions.
www.payscale.com
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Reasons for pay increases
There are multiple reasons to give pay increases that typically matter as much

Which of the following is factored into base pay increases?

or more than inflation. Annual adjustments are often called merit increases,
31%

meaning that they are intended to reward performance. The relative worth of
40%
a job or skillset can also change over time, necessitating a market adjustment.

Some organizations separate out inflation from merit increases and market
adjustments, which may be a particularly valuable strategy in 2022.

Performance

Market adjustment

Internal pay equity

When providing pay increases, do you make a distinction between
merit increases, market adjustments, and increases for inflation?

Hot skills
Inflation

(cost-of-living)

Yes, but we combine them into one increase

40%

Yes, we line item for each pay increase type

31%

No
Unsure

Tenure

Compliance

24%

Change in location
6%

Merger or acquisition

In our survey, we asked participants to select all the reasons that they give
pay increases, both awarded in 2021 and planned for 2022. For both years,
the most selected answer is performance, followed by market adjustments
and maintaining internal pay equity. However, in 2022 more organizations
are putting an emphasis on adjusting for inflation and rewarding hot skills*.
We also cross-analyzed the answer choices against top performers. In 2021,

Deferred merit increase from COVID-19

Other

0%

20%

40%

Planned for 2022

60%

80%

100%

Awarded in 2021

the biggest differentiators for increasing base pay between top performers
and non-top performers were rewarding performance and maintaining
internal pay equity. However, in 2022, there is also a correlation between top
performers and increasing pay in relation to compliance (e.g. minimum wage),
change in location, or an adjustment due to a merger or acquisition. This

Pro Tip
Compensation management software from Payscale can
help you calculate pay differentials for hot skills when

demonstrates the importance of compensation maturity and the ability to

market pricing a job or determining pay increases.

take swift action around compensation in times of change in order to build

Download our report on the hottest skills of 2021.

trust in HR.
www.payscale.com
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Impact on retention
Lack of sufficient pay increases has been suggested as one of the reasons
why organizations are struggling to attract and retain talent in the current
economic climate. When we asked, 44 percent of organizations confessed
that pay is a leading reason for why they are losing talent and another
14 percent were unsure.

Of that 37 percent, a third did not give larger pay increases in 2021 to make
up for pay cuts and pay freezes the previous year and still don’t plan to do
so in 2022. This includes top performers who make up 29 percent of this
answer choice. It is also more common for larger organizations than smaller
ones, which might explain why turnover is lower for small businesses. It is
most common for the Finance and Insurance industry (42 percent) and the
Healthcare & Social Services industry (43 percent).

Do you think you are losing more talent than prior
years due to insufficient pay increases?

Organizations that elected not to give larger pay increases in 2021 and
still don’t plan to do so in 2022 to make up for lost wages should brace for
continued turnover or even higher turnover this coming year. The inability

44%

29%

14%

14%

or unwillingness to restore wages and reward workers will make these
organizations less attractive in comparison to all the new opportunities
offering higher market rates. These organizations will then have to pay the

No, pay is not a leading
reason for why we’re
losing talent

Yes , pay is a leading
reason for why we’re
losing talent

We are not
experiencing
talent loss

Unsure

new market rates to replace these workers. By contrast, organizations that
didn’t cut or freeze wages in response to COVID-19 are strongly correlated
with top performing organizations. Those that cut or froze pay but gave larger

It would stand to reason that the risk of turnover increases for organizations
that have failed to give pay increases to make up for pay cuts or pay freezes
issued in 2020 as a result of COVID-19. According to our survey, around

increases in 2021 to make up for the losses are also correlated more strongly
with top performing organizations than non-top performing organizations,
although not as highly as those that didn’t cut or freeze pay at all.

37 percent of organizations either cut pay or froze pay increases in response

Did you give larger pay increases in 2021 to
make up for pay cuts or freezes in 2020?

to the pandemic.
Did you cut pay or freeze pay increases in 2020
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic?

a third did not give
larger pay increases
in 2021 and still don’t

Yes, for some employees

34%

Of that 37 percent,

21%

Yes, across the board

10%

plan to do so in 2022.

16%

Yes
No, but we plan to in 2022

33%

No, and we don’t plan to
55%

Unsure

23%

No

64%

www.payscale.com
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Frequency of pay adjustments

How often does your organization formally give pay increases?

Most organizations give out pay increases
annually, usually at the beginning of the year,
and 79 percent only do so once a year. Granting
pay increases out of cycle is done only by about
12 percent of organizations, meaning that most

79%

Annually

4%

Twice annually
Quarterly

1%

organizations give themselves only one shot to
get it right. If they fail to satisfy employees, those
employees are more likely to seek a new position
over the next few months than wait a whole year

5%

Continuously / rolling cycles
Only when the need arises

11%

on merely a chance that they will receive the pay
they are seeking next time.
Do you give pay increases out of cycle?
Occasionally, for the
needs of business
Frequently, its a
common practice

Next Section

Never

Variable Pay & Benefits
Unsure

77%
12%
7%
4%

Most employees would prefer organizations
to preemptively offer pay increases for hot
skills, high performance, or a change in the
market — and waiting a year might be too
long. Minimally, organizations need to be
able to respond to requests for pay increases
out of cycle. Where increases can’t be given,
variable pay in the form of spot bonuses can
sometimes be used to tide over talent until pay
can be more formally adjusted. But not every

Pro Tip
Payscale compensation software provides easy-to-use tools
for compensation planning around base pay increases and
analyzing the effect on budgets and pay equity. Learn more.

organization offers variable pay.
www.payscale.com
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Variable Pay & Benefits

Base pay is just one aspect of total cash compensation. Providing the right

According to our survey, 79 percent of organizations offer some form

mix of compensation, benefits, rewards, and perks is key to attracting,

of variable pay. This is higher than last year, when only 70 percent of

retaining, and engaging talent. During the Great Reevaluation of 2021,

organizations offered variable pay. Participation in variable pay also increases

variable pay shot up in prevalence.

with company size, with 90 percent of organizations with over 50,000
employees having some form of variable pay. Variable pay has also increased
compared to last year for every industry, with the largest jump seen for
Construction between 2021 and 2022 at 20 percent.

Definition
Variable pay constitutes all cash compensation that is paid
to employees above or in addition to their base pay. Variable
pay includes any type of bonus, incentive pay, or sales

Does your company offer some types of variable pay?
Industries

2022

2021

Overall

79%

70%

Agencies & Consultancies

80%

77%

Construction

92%

72%

commission that is based on performance or not guaranteed.

Education

45%

43%

The difference between bonuses and incentive pay is that

Energy & Utilities

79%

77%

Engineering & Science

87%

79%

Finance & Insurance

95%

85%

bonuses do not have to be tied to measurable performance
objectives. For example, some bonuses are given at the end
of the year as a “holiday bonus” while spot bonuses can be
given anytime at the discretion of management. Variable pay
can be individual to the employee, team-based, or companywide. Variable pay also includes hiring, retention, and referral
bonuses as well as profit sharing. Variable pay is commonly
used to reward employees for effort and impact rather than
trading time for a paycheck.

Food, Beverage & Hospitality

91%

77%

Government

26%

24%

Heathcare & Social Assistance

68%

58%

Manufacturing

92%

81%

Nonprofit

38%

26%

Real Estate & Rental & Leasing

92%

N/A

Retail & Customer Service

91%

80%

Technology

86%

82%

Other Industries

87%

77%
www.payscale.com
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What type of bonuses or incentives did your
organization use to reward top performers?

Types of variable pay
There are many types of variable pay. The most popular

Individual incentive bonuses

Company performance bonus

are individual incentive bonuses, which include yearly
performance bonuses and bonuses that reward specific
achievements such as learning new skills or completing
a difficult project successfully. Company performance
bonuses are also popular as they reward employees when
the whole company meets its revenue goals.
All types of bonuses used by organizations to attract candidates
and reward employees increased in 2021 as organizations
struggled amidst labor shortages and higher than average turnover.
Due to difficulty attracting talent amidst labor shortages, more
organizations experimented with employee referral bonuses, hiring
bonuses, and retention bonuses. Utilization of these types of
bonuses increased by over 20 percent between 2020 and 2021.

Employee referral bonus
Spot bonuses or other
discretionary bonus programs
Hiring bonuses

Retention bonuses

Team incentive bonuses

Profit sharing, stock options, equity

Market premium bonus

Other
0%

10%

20%

30%
2021

40%

50%

60%

70%

2020
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Changing strategy
Of course, not all employees are equally eligible for variable pay. The

Despite the many challenges presented by COVID-19 and the tightening labor

percentage of overall income allotted as variable pay also varies by job level

market, only 32 percent of organizations are looking to change their total

and occupation. Executives and sales professionals are more likely to have a

rewards strategy in 2022 from what it was in 2020/2021. In addition to base

larger portion of their income tied to variable pay.

pay increases and variable pay, total rewards also include benefits.

What percentage of total cash compensation (TCC) is variable pay?
Industries

Less than 10%

10-29%

30-49%

50% or more

Executives

26%

30%

24%

20%

Directors and Managers

33%

52%

13%

2%

Sales Employees

27%

35%

21%

17%

Administrative Exempt
or Salaried Employees

65%

32%

2%

1%

Non-Exempt or Hourly
Employees

85%

12%

2%

1%

Did you or are you changing your total rewards strategy?

22%
32%

46%

Yes

No

Undecided

www.payscale.com
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Which benefits, perks, or rewards does your organization offer?

Benefits
Total cash compensation is also just part of the total rewards

Industries

2022

Pre-Pandemic

Difference
0.4%

employees receive. Total rewards also include benefits, which

Life Insurance

84%

84%

have shifted somewhat from pre-pandemic to the present.

Healthcare

84%

83%

1.3%

Long term disability

76%

75%

0.8%

The benefits that have increased the most between 2021

403b or 401k

76%

76%

0.3%

and 2022 include remote work, a work-from-home stipend,

Short term disability

73%

72%

1.6%

Accrueed or granted PTO

69%

71%

-1.6%

Another benefit to increase, although slightly, is the 4-day

Mental health or
total wellness program

66%

59%

7.0%

work week, which is a way to trade time rather than money

Remote work

65%

40%

24.6%

or a total wellness program has also climbed on the list during

Education or tuition
reimbursement

50%

49%

1.6%

the pandemic. Unlimited PTO has also increased while other

Employee assistance

49%

50%

-1.2%

forms of time off have decreased.

Accrued or granted sick leave

44%

48%

-4.3%

Paid family leave

41%

41%

0.2%

Benefits most associated with top performing organizations

Paid vacation (reimbursed)

38%

40%

-1.5%

versus non top performing organizations include having a

Flex-time

37%

29%

7.7%

and short-term disability. To a lesser extent, financial advisor/

Gym membership or
reimbursement

24%

24%

0.6%

debt services, unlimited PTO, and education or tuition

Stock/Equity

22%

21%

1.3%

reimbursement were also distinguished benefits correlated

Paid lunch, snacks or food

20%

21%

-1.2%

with top performers who exceeded their revenue goals.

Financial advisor/debt services

16%

14%

2.1%

Work from home stipend

15%

6%

8.3%

Unlimited PTO

13%

11%

2.0%

Next Section

Pension

13%

13%

-0.3%

Salary Data & Market Pricing

4-day work week

11%

8%

3.2%

Commuter allowance

8%

9%

-0.9%

and flextime, all of which were accommodations for social
distancing and which employees now expect to continue.

to create a happier, more engaged workforce. Mental health

mental health or wellness program, stock/equity, and long

Benefits are part of a total rewards strategy to

Unpaid sabbatical

8%

7%

0.7%

attract and retain talent. The effectiveness of the

Student loan repayment

6%

5%

1.9%

strategy typically depends on the organization’s

Paid sabbatical

6%

5%

0.7%

Paid or subsidized childcare

6%

4%

1.9%

Other

5%

3%

maturity when it comes to managing
compensation, beginning with salary data.

1.5%
www.payscale.com
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Salary Data & Market Pricing

The backbone of market pricing a job and planning for pay increases

Compensation data available from Payscale includes:

and total rewards is salary data. Fair and equitable wages are heavily
influenced by the economics of supply and demand. Without accurate

Survey Data from Publishers: Traditional survey data that you

information on what other organizations are paying for certain jobs,

purchase and upload into our compensation management software

the worth of a position is difficult to measure.

or purchase more conveniently through our partnerships.

Most organizations rely on multiple data sources, and a variety of

HR-reported Aggregate Market Data: Access to pre-purchased and

sources, when it comes to salary data to market price a job. It is

aggregated survey data comprising market ranges for thousands of

common for organizations to participate in salary surveys in order to

benchmarked jobs, including the ability to segment and tailor to your

gain access to data on what other organizations are paying talent by

industry, business type, and location.

job title. However, this process can take a year or more. The internet
has given rise to salary data crowdsourced from individuals sharing

Closed Network HR-reported Salary Data: Option to join a peer-based

what they are paid as employees, which can be continuously gathered

network and drill down into fresh data from select leading companies

and analyzed as well as validated against other forms of salary data

or direct competitors for talent in your industry or location.

collection. In addition, users of compensation management software
like Payscale can access salary data from other anonymized users

Employee Reported Data: Crowdsourced compensation market

of the platform—all of which is HR-reported aggregated data from

data collected through salary profiles submitted by more than

employers.

65 million employees with skills and geo differentials data refreshed
continuously so you can keep a pulse on the market.

Payscale: One Trusted Data Platform

Free or Open Online Data: While paid data sources offer more detail,

Payscale offers validated, continually refreshed salary data directly

mission to democratize data for the benefit of employees as well as

from employers, employees, and trusted survey publishers,
allowing organizations to choose the data that drives confident

salary data available on the Payscale website is representative of our
employers.

decisions. Further, Payscale’s compensation management
platform empowers HR leaders and compensation professionals to
combine and analyze multiple streams of data in one trusted platform.  

Learn more about salary data from Payscale
www.payscale.com
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How many distinct sources of market data do you use?
68%

The right number
of data sources
The majority of organizations use between two and
four distinct data sources to inform market pricing
for salaries. This is expected, as a minimum of three
sources is required to triangulate pricing. Multiple
“sources” of data could be multiple salary surveys or
different types of salary data combined with traditional
salary surveys. The percentage of organizations using
zero to one source has decreased slightly compared to
last year while the percentage of organizations using
2-4 sources has remained about the same and the

14%

percentage of organizations using 5-10 sources has
increased slightly. The use of more than 5 sources is
mildly associated with top performing organizations.

10%
4%

0 sources

2%
1 source

2-4 sources

2%

5-10 sources 11-20 sources

More than
20 sources

www.payscale.com
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Which sources do you use to obtain market data in 2022?
0%

80%

Free or open online data

65%

Salary survey data from
traditional publishers

47%

Historical salary data
from employee records

34%

The most popular
data sources
Free data is still the most popular data source,
but the least trusted. Salary survey data from

Industry surveys (e.g. CUPA)

33%

traditional publishers is the second most popular
as well as the most trusted data source. In the

HR-reported aggregate market
data in compensation software

32%

middle are historical data, industry surveys, and
HR aggregated market data from products like

Government data

29%

Payfactors. A paid subscription to crowdsourced
employee reported salary data like Payscale is

Personalized competitor intelligence

22%

Closed network HR-reported salary data

19%

Paid employee reported
salary data (e.g. crowdsourced)

18%

We don't compare our jobs to market

However, the swiftness with which crowdsourced
data can be obtained and the studies that show
its reliability make it a contender in the future of
compensation. HR reported aggregated market
data has also grown in popularity.

Compensation consultants

Other

lower on the adoption scale.

16%

5%

3%

www.payscale.com
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Rank sources by how much you trust and rely on them for market pricing

Salary survey data from traditional publishers

18%

(Mercer, Radford, etc.)

HR-reported aggregate market data in compensation software

13%

(e.g. PFMD or Payscale Company-sourced data)

The most trusted
data sources
When it comes to trust, salary surveys

8%

Industry surveys

10%

12%

(CUPA, etc.)

Historical salary data from employee records

10%

10%

9%

from traditional publishers beat out all
other options as the first-tier choice.
HR reported aggregated salary data
(e.g. Payfactors Market Data) comes in

Closed network HR-reported salary data

9%

(e.g., Payfactors Peer or "club surveys")

Compensation consultants

9%

second, followed by industry surveys.
All paid options for salary data outshine
free or easily accessible options for

11%

Government data

10%

8%

(BLS, state or municipal sources, etc.)

11%

salary data when it comes to trust.
Paid employee reported salary data

8%

(e.g. Payscale Crowdsourced subscription, Salary.com subscription, etc.)

Personalized competitor intelligence,
including talking to candidates / recruiters

Free or open online data

10%

7%

11%

5%

10%

First tier (most trusted)

Second tier

(e.g. Glassdoor, Payscale website, Salary.com website, etc.)

www.payscale.com
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Changes to data strategy
Despite many challenges introduced by the COVID-19 pandemic and an

Do you include relevant compensable skills in your job descriptions?

economy struggling with difficulty attracting and retaining talent, the
majority of organizations did not make significant changes to their
compensation data strategy in 2020 or 2021. Indeed, 84 percent of

14%

organizations said they plan to spend either more time or about the
same amount of time on surveys in 2022.

Yes

16%

No

Did you make significant changes to your
compensation data strategy in 2020 or 2021?

Unsure

70%

42%
58%

Yes
No

Do you have the data or tools you need to understand and
determine compensation for competitive skills?

27%
This is concerning given the volatility of the labor market and how modern

40%

compensation practices using differentials can give insight into the rewards
needed to attract the right skills to do a job rather than the title of the

compensable skills in their job descriptions. However, only 40 percent of

No
Unsure

position. Such an approach could widen the talent pool. When it comes to
market pricing jobs, 70 percent of organizations say they include relevant,

Yes

34%

organizations have the data and tools needed to understand and determine
compensation for skills that are competitive and currently hot in the market.

www.payscale.com
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Either by default or by design, not all
organizations include compensation for hot skills
as part of market pricing. In fact, only about

How do you compensate for competitive skills?

15 percent elect to apply a premium to base pay
to compensate for hot skills. Another 18 percent
will adjust the target percentile or slot the job

37%

Mixed approach

into a higher grade. Still others will take a lump
sum approach, rewarding employees through a
one-time or periodic bonus outside their base pay
structure. Given that skills are varied, 37 percent
of organizations take a mixed approach.

We don't reward pay
premiums for skills

25%

Adjust market pricing target
percentile or slot into a higher grade

18%

Apply a premium to base pay

Give a one-time bonus at
hiring or upon skills attainment

Next Section
Compensation Strategy & Structure

15%

3%

Give a periodic or annual bonus
as long as the skill is hot

2%

Other

2%

Different organizations value different things
when it comes to compensating the talent
they need to maintain or grow the businesses.
They also face different constraints and
different levels of competition for the talent
they are looking for. This is why it is essential
to not only consult salary data, but also to
understand how having a compensation
philosophy and strategy can help your
organization compete for talent more
intentionally and effectively.

Pro Tip
Payscale offers multiple types of trusted salary data all accessible
from within our compensation management software including
differentials for hot skills. Ask for a demo to learn more.
www.payscale.com
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Compensation Strategy & Structure

There are nuances to compensation management that go beyond salary data

Having a compensation philosophy and strategy is also a significant

and market pricing to support hiring or planning for pay increases to reward

differentiator for top performing organizations versus non-top performing

performance for current employees. Investing in a more sophisticated

organizations. It is also considerably more likely for larger organizations than

approach to compensation management also has numerous benefits.

smaller organizations.

Payscale’s Compensation Best Practices Survey confirms that compensation

Yes, our company has a formal compensation strategy/philosophy

strategy has become more important to organizations. For years, the
percentage of organizations answering that they either have a compensation
strategy or are working on one remained at around 70 percent. Last year, the
percentage increased to 76 percent and in 2022 it has shot up to 86 percent.
Does your company have a formal compensation strategy/philosophy?
2022
10%

39%

2021

5%

51%

7%
18%
48%

45%

38%
31%
86% have or are
working on a
compensation
strategy

Top performing

Non-top performing

76% have or are
working on a
compensation
strategy

(+10% growth)

Yes

No, but we are
working on one

No, and we are
not working on one

Unsure

www.payscale.com
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Although more organizations are investing in compensation strategy, a

Does your organization have a formal compensation
structure (ranges, grades, etc.)?

majority (52 percent) still don’t have a compensation philosophy/strategy
or are unsure if they do. This year, we asked about the primary reason and

2%

found that around a quarter just need to revise it, 13 percent don’t feel it is
necessary for their organization, and 39 percent don’t have the knowledge

31%

12%

or resources, such as a dedicated compensation professional or team large

Yes

enough to be strategic about compensation.

25%

No, but we are working on it

26%

What’s the primary reason you don’t have
a formal comp philosophy/strategy?

61%

No, and we are not working on it
Unsure

31%

We don’t have resources to do this

We asked the same question about compensation structures and found

We did have one but it’s
outdated and we need to revist it

25%

that a larger percentage of organizations (61 percent) have pay ranges
or grades for their job positions than have a documented philosophy or

24%

Other

strategy for how they approach compensation. This also correlates to
company size, but unlike having a compensation philosophy/strategy,

We don’t think this is
necessary for our business

13%

just having compensation structures does not correlate with being a top
performing organization.

We don’t know how to do this

8%

www.payscale.com
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Organizations that answered “yes to having a

Organizations that responded that they do not have formal

compensation struture” were also asked what percentage

compensation structures were also asked about the

of their jobs have a formal compensation structure.

primary reason why not.

The average is 90 percent. In terms of how these organizations structure

The responses are similar to the answers for not having a compensation

pay, the answers are split across grades and job-based pay ranges with

philosophy or strategy with 42 percent of organizations answering that they

about a quarter of organizations taking a mixed approach. Grades tend to

lack either the knowledge or the resources, with a lack of resources taking

be more popular for larger organizations.

the lion’s share of the blame.
What’s the primary reason you don’t have formal pay structures?

They are also more popular in Government (59 percent), Retail
(54 percent), and the Energy & Utilities industry (50 percent) than
other industries.

We don’t have the
resources to do this

How does your organization structure pay?
0%

40%

Pay ranges for each position

33%

Other

We don’t think this is
necessary for our business

21%

17%

24%
We don’t know how to do this

Unsure

22%

We did have this, but
it needs to be revised

A mix of grades and
job-based ranges

Other

40%

35%

38%

Grades

Broadbands

0%

7%

3%

1.4%

0.5%

www.payscale.com
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Compensation team
Industries

One of the biggest differentiators between top performing
organizations and non-top performing organizations is the
presence of a person or team dedicated to the discipline of
compensation. Although only 44 percent of organizations have
a person or team in a role dedicated to compensation overall,
the percentage is higher for top performing organizations
(48 percent) than non-top performing organizations (33 percent).
Does your organization have a person or team solely
dedicated to the function of compensation?

Overall

44%

Top performing
Non-top performing

56%

48%

52%

33%

67%
Yes

No

The presence of a person or team dedicated to the function
of compensation also varies tremendously by company
size — 24 percent for small businesses and 89 percent for
enterprises with 50,000 or more employees. It also varies by
industry, which can make a difference in the sophistication of
compensation practices as well as expectation, understanding,

Has a person or team solely
dedicated to compensation

Engineering & Science

65%

Energy & Utilities

62%

Manufacturing

54%

Food, Beverage & Hospitality

51%

Healthcare & Social Assistance

50%

Finance & Insurance

50%

Technology

49%

Government

47%

Other industries

42%

Nonprofit

41%

Construction

36%

Education

33%

Retail & Customer Service

32%

Agencies & Consultancies

30%

Real Estate & Rental & Leasing

30%

and support from executive management.

www.payscale.com
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Unsurprisingly, the size of the compensation team corresponds largely to
company size as larger organizations tend to have more employee groups to
manage. However, it should be noted that about half of organizations have
2-5 people managing compensation, even in some small businesses with
under 100 employees.

2022 Changes to strategy
About half of organizations (50 percent) say they will be adjusting their pay
strategy or structures for 2022. Industries most likely to adjust their strategy
or structures for 2022 include Energy & Utilities (57 percent), Finance &
Insurance (55 percent), Healthcare & Social Services (55 percent), and Retail
& Customer Service (55 percent). Those least likely include Government

What is the size of your compensation team?

1 person

(37 percent), Construction (37 percent), and Education (40 percent).

2-5 people

6-10 people

>10 people

Overall

29%

50%

10%

12%

1-99 employees

44%

49%

2.5%

4.4%

100-749 employees

44%

48%

4.8%

3.3%

750-4,999 employees

30%

60%

5.5%

4.6%

5,000-49,999 employees

6.5%

52%

24%

17%

50,000 or more employees

4.6%

13%

12%

70%

Have you or will you adjust your compensation
strategy and structures for 2022?

35%

Yes

50%

No
Undecided

15%

www.payscale.com
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Compensation Maturity
Payscale has been developing a compensation maturity model to help organizations identify
where they are in the sophistication of their compensation practices relative to their peers so
we can help them get to the next step. Our analysis shows a correlation between being on the
third or fourth step in compensation management and being a top performing organization.
However, only 32 percent of organizations, less than a third, are mature enough to be

9%

currently advancing or optimizing their pay practices. The majority of organizations
(69 percent) are still developing, emerging, or haven’t begun at all.

Optimizing

38%
23%
8%
As needed

mature and consistent

processes for setting compensation; If

compensation structure;

market data is used to price jobs, it is in the

may have ranges for some

0

moment of a job offer.

01

69%

critical jobs.

philosophy and uses

well as a compensation

a compensation structure

raises with no formal structure or consistent

Has a compensation

Has a compensation
philosophy and uses

Uses market data to set
jobs and moving toward a

Advancing

compensation strategy

market data to set pay

market data to set pay for

Mostly reactive to employees asking for

We are confident in our

Developing

Emerging
compensation for some

23%

data sources,
and structures, and are in
a position to continuously
optimize our approach as
well as tackling or

for most or all jobs as
structure based on
ranges or grades.

most or all jobs as well as

maintaining bigger
initiatives like pay equity,
pay transparency, and
pay-for-skills.

based on ranges or
grades.

02

03

04

32%

*summations above
100 are due to rounding
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Compensation maturity correlates to company size, which makes sense as
larger organizations are also more likely to have a team of compensation
professionals managing their pay practices. Maturity also varies by industry.
The most advanced industries in the area of compensation include Finance &
Insurance and Energy & Utilities.

Pro Tip
Payscale offers compensation management
software and services to help organizations build

Industries

3-4 Advancing or Optimizing

compensation strategies. If you are a customer,

Finance & Insurance

50%

ask your customer service representative for

Energy & Utilities

49%

more information or ask for a demo.

Education

39%

Healthcare & Social Assistance

37%

Government

33%

Engineering & Science

32%

Food, Beverage & Hospitality

32%

Manufacturing

31%

Retail & Customer Service

31%

Technology

29%

Agencies & Consultancies

26%

Other Industries

26%

Nonprofits

25%

Construction

16%

Real Estate & Rental & Leasing

16%

Next Section
Remote Work and Geographic Pay
The problem is that many organizations don’t
use all the features available with modern

41%

of Payscale customers

23%

of Non-Payscale customers

compensation management software to get pay
right. The challenge is how to help compensation
professionals move past a mindset of focusing
only on market pricing to take on a more holistic

It should be noted that Payscale customers are much more likely to be
advancing or optimizing their pay practices than non Payscale
customers. However, this percentage should be even higher given the
wealth of capabilities that are available with Payscale compensation
management products.

and proactive approach to pay that continuously
motivates and rewards employees. One of the hot
topics in the last two years is how modern pay
strategies can offer employees more flexibility in
where they live and work.
www.payscale.com
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Remote Work and Geographic Pay

Are you concerned remote work will change your
competitive talent landscape when it comes to
attracting and retaining talent?
47%

Yes

73%

One area that is changing in the realm of compensation
is the methodology for calculating pay for employees

37%

No

16%

distributed across numerous locations. Larger organizations
already grapple with geographic pay, but COVID-19 forced
many more organizations to consider how they might
manage compensation for more locations than the area
around their offices in order to accommodate a remote-first

Unsure

16%
11%

Remote Work Report 2021

CBPR 2022

or fully remote work environment and hire from anywhere
and/or allow employees to work from anywhere.

Correspondingly, three-fourths of organizations say that
remote work is not one of the driving factors for adjusting
their compensation strategy and structures.

Impact of remote work

Is remote work one of the driving factors for adjusting
your compensation strategy and structures?

It should be noted that fewer organizations are worried about
remote work disrupting the competitive landscape for talent
than when we published our 2021 State of Remote Work

26%

Report, dropping from 73 percent in mid-2021 to 47 percent

Yes

going into 2022.

No
74%
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Pay strategies for the work environment
One data point that hasn’t changed is that the vast majority

This doesn’t mean that pay strategies to accommodate remote

of organizations don’t have a data strategy that is specific to

work aren’t useful or important, but the opportunity is more

accommodating salaries for remote workers. Only 18 percent

about which methodology (employee location-based pay with

of organizations have a pay strategy that encompasses remote

geographic differentials versus traditional market pricing) is most

workers, while 82 percent either don’t have a strategy or are

efficient for the structure of the organization based on how the

unsure if they do. This is comparable to Payscale’s 2021 State of

company accommodates workplace flexibility. Currently, around

Remote Work Report, when 81 percent of organizations did not

21 percent of organizations set pay for remote workers according

have a pay strategy that encompasses remote workers.

to the employees’ location using traditional market pricing,
which can be time consuming, while another 20 percent apply

Do you have a pay strategy that encompasses
a remote or distributed workforce?

geographic differentials and 41 percent just pay everyone
according to the same location, like the company headquarters.
What does your organization do to determine
pay for remote or distributed jobs?

8%

18%
We pay everyone
according to the
same location

24%
50%

24%

41%

We set salary structures
based on market pricing
for each location

21%

We apply geographic
differentials to a
benchmarked median

20%

Other

Yes

No, but we are working on it

Unsure

No, and we are not working on it

We approximate using data
we can find or by calculating
cost of living increases

12%

6%
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The right strategy depends more on the larger workforce than remote workers

The trend toward hybrid offices also means there is still a competitive

specifically. Fortunately, organizations have become more settled on how

advantage in remote first and fully remote work environments for

they intend to return to work after the pandemic. The vast majority intend to

organizations that choose to take this approach, especially smaller companies.

return to either traditional or hybrid offices (75 percent) which will still require

The problem with a hybrid office is that employees still have to live close to

employees to live within a commutable distance to the office. Thus, these

the office. A remote first or fully remote organization can hire employees to

organizations won’t need a pay strategy to accommodate a large percentage

work from wherever they want, whether that’s working from home every day,

of remote workers living in a plethora of disparate locations.

coming into a rented workspace as needed, or working out of an RV while
traveling cross country.

Which of the following will best describe
your office environment after the pandemic?

Right now, when it comes to pay strategies, a quarter of organizations
(26 percent) pay remote workers according to the employer’s location
(e.g. company headquarters) and 53 percent pay according to another

43%

methodology or use a mixed strategy. Another 21 percent remain undecided.

32%

17%

Hybrid office

Traditional
office

Remote-first

What will be your strategy for setting pay for
employees (including remote workers) after the pandemic?
4%
Fully remote

3%
Undecided

Employers are cognizant that their employees desire to retain the option to

Employer’s location

26%

Mixed strategy

25%

work from home sometimes, with 85 percent of organizations saying they
agree or strongly agree that workplace flexibility is a key driver of employee
engagement. This is why hybrid environments have become more popular

Undecided

21%

than a traditional office environment.
Employee’s specific location

15%

“Workplace flexibility is a key driver of employee engagement.”
40%

6%

1
Strongly disagree

5%

2
Somewhat disagree

45%

National median

By grouping smaller
areas into pay zones

7%

3
Neutral

4
Somewhat agree

8%

5%

5
Strongly agree
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How many pay zones will you have in 2022?

Of organizations that use pay zones, the majority (70 percent) limit the
number to 2-5. In the United States, pay zones tend more often to be
grouped by similar metro areas, such as San Francisco, New York City,

7%

5%

and Washington DC (42 percent).
2-5 zones

18%

6-9 zones

Cost savings with geographic differentials

10-15 zones

Although the rise of remote work may create more interest in geographic

16 or more

70%

pay methodologies over time, the ultimate goal is not to save on costs by
lowering pay for employees who move but more about accommodating
the desire of employees to relocate while also making administration of
pay more efficient and cost effective.
The reason location-based pay strategies with geo differentials are
more cost effective is because salaries align more exactly to the cost of

How do you group areas into pay zones for the United States?

labor in different markets. This methodology also requires less time and
investment in salary surveys since the geographic pay data to calculate
differentials is baked right into the compensation management software.

9%
13%

By similar metros
42%

Mixed
By state

16%

Regional
20%

Other

Pro Tip
Ask your customer representative about Payscale’s
Geographic Differentials Engine and how support
services can help you get set up to calculate pay
across locations in a whole new way.
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We know from our 2021 State of Remote Work Report that most organizations

Organizations that have a lot of employees distributed across a lot of locations

(69 percent) will not lower pay for employees who move. If they do,

or are operating as a remote-first or fully remote organization may still benefit

employees would theoretically also be eligible for pay increases if they move

from changing their compensation methodology to a location-based pay

to a more expensive area. However, organizations will approach policy around

strategy with geo differentials. This approach is easier to manage once set

changes in pay differently, usually with an eye for retaining talent while also

up and empowers the organization to hire talent from anywhere. Basically,

maintaining pay equity. When we asked, the majority of organizations said

compensation management software from Payscale can simplify the process

they would not re-benchmark jobs or adjust pay ranges for employees who

of calculating pay for employees in a new location by using aggregated salary

move voluntarily. However, around a quarter are still undecided.

data to compare the differential between a currently benchmarked location
and another location. About 40 percent of organizations surveyed stated
interest in using geographic differentials as part of their pay strategy.

Will you re-benchmark jobs and/or adjust pay
ranges for employees who move voluntarily?

Yes, immediately
when they move
Yes, but only at the
time of promotion

Yes, it the next pay cycle

Are you interested in using geographic
differentials as part of your pay strategy?

9%

24%

6%

40%

5%

Yes
No
Undecided

55%

No, we don’t have plans to

35%
Undecided

25%
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Pro Tip
For more data on remote work, including a
breakdown of office type and pay strategy by
industry, or to learn more about geographic
differentials, check out our whitepaper or learn
more about using Payscale salary data and
technology for location-based pay strategies.

One special consideration for organizations looking to adopt an employee
location-based pay strategy is to consider the ramifications of their approach
on pay equity. Location is a compensable factor, but the way it’s applied
must be consistent, especially when employees change locations. Currently,
most organizations are not worried about this (57 percent), but as these new
strategies are underutilized at present, it may be a consideration for the future
when it comes to pay adjustments for employees who move to a new location.

Are you concerned about your remote work pay strategy
impacting pay equity within your organization?

20%

24%

Next Section
Pay Equity

57%
There are many other considerations
when it comes to managing pay equity
internally within the organization. Pay
equity has also become a more important

Yes

No

Undecided

aspect of compensation management
generally within the past few years, due
to both social pressure and changes in
laws related to reporting.
www.payscale.com
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07

Pay Equity

Organizational commitments to pay equity
Two thirds of respondents reported that pay equity is a planned or
current initiative at their organization. This is a 20 percent increase
compared to 2021 and catapults pay equity analysis into an initiative
the majority of organizations are now doing. As in previous years, we
also see a clear difference in commitment to pay equity analysis
between top performing organizations (67 percent) and non-top
performing ones (58 percent).
In recent years, pay equity has garnered a prominent seat at
the table amongst compensation professionals. Amidst social
and legislative changes, the once fringe concept of pay equity

Is pay equity analysis a planned or current
initiative at your organization?

analysis is now a disciplined methodological process taken

Yes

seriously across the world.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on women in the
workforce, growing consciousness of racial bias, and rapidly
changing economic conditions in the last two years, the
importance of pay equity analysis hasn’t diminished going into

+20% YOY

Overall

66%

Top performing

67%
58%

Non-top performing

2022. As organizations rise to the task of developing their pay

No

equity programs, the need for ongoing investment in this area
will only become stronger.
Overall

34%

Top performing

34%

Non-top performing

42%
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Why is pay equity a planned or current initiative?
(rank top 3 in order of importance)
There is also a direct relationship between company

100%

size and pay equity initiatives. As company
size increases, so too does the percentage of

80%

organizations with pay equity initiatives. While
15%

even the smallest company size of 1-99 employees

21%

reports a majority (54 percent) of orgs committing
60%

26%

to pay equity analysis, this percentage increases
33%

incrementally all the way to 85 percent among
companies with 50,000 or more employees.

28%
40%

17%

41%

When asked why pay equity is a planned or current
19%

29%

20%

11%

most important reason was because it was central

18%

18%
0%

Central to
company values

Part of proactive
talent strategy
First (most important)

12%

Legislative
compliance

7%

5%

Response to
employee feedback

Part of ESG
strategy

Second

initiative, 41 percent of organizations reported the
to company values. This was followed by pay equity
analysis being paramount to a proactive talent
strategy (29 percent) and legislative compliance
(18 percent). Taken all together, talent strategy
slightly outperforms company value.

Third
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For the first time in the history of this survey, a majority of

Among organizations who are not interested in pay equity analysis

respondents (52 percent) reported that their organization is

in the near future, most report operational limitations (lack of pay

planning to perform a racial and/or gender pay equity analysis

structures, financial constraints, or organizational size) as their

in the coming year. While just 6 percent are solely planning for a

main reason. However, 9 percent say decision makers within

gender pay equity analysis and 2 percent only a racial pay equity

their org believe pay gaps are nonsense. Equally troubling are the

analysis, 44 percent are planning both.

33 percent of orgs who are not interested in pay equity analysis
because they don’t believe they have a problem – despite not

In 2022, does your organization plan on performing
a race or gender pay equity analysis?

measuring pay equity.

Why is your organization not interested in pay equity analysis?

Our org is too small for
pay equity analysis to be
statistically meaningful

44%

48%

0%

50%
43%

Our org doesn't measure
pay equity, but we believe
we don't have a problem

33%

Our org isn't prepared to do
this (lack of pay structures, etc.)

6%

28%

2%

Yes, both racial and gender pay equity

Our org measures pay
equity and we know we
don't have a problem

19%

Yes, racial pay equity
Yes, gender pay equity
No

Pro Tip
Payscale compensation management software enables
both simple and advanced pay equity analysis and

Our org can't afford
to do this right now

Decision makers in
our org believe pay
gaps are nonsense

Other

12%

9%

8%

monitoring, including during the compensation
planning process for pay increases. Learn more.
www.payscale.com
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Organizational approaches to pay equity

Do you conduct pay equity analysis internally?

A majority of respondents (54 percent) have reported conducting pay equity
16%

analysis at some time in their organization’s history, albeit at different intervals
of time. Responses were split between conducting pay equity analysis as a
continuous practice (14 percent), annually (17 percent), every few years

46%

(16 percent), or once many years ago (7 percent).
28%

Yes, we do pay equity analysis ourselves
No, we outsource pay equity analysis
We don’t conduct pay equity analysis at all

55%

Unsure

Has your organization conducted pay equity analysis?
11%

Yes, continuously

14%

Do you use compensation technology to conduct pay equity analysis?
17%

Yes, annually

14%

16%
16%

Yes, every few years

Yes

9%

Yes, but many years ago

No, we use spreadsheets

7%

35%

We outsource this function

55%
29%

No, never

Unsure

We don’t conduct pay equity analysis

Unsure

30%

17%

Are you interested in moving toward a model wherein
pay equity is assessed on a continuous basis?
Most organizations report conducting pay equity analysis themselves
(46 percent), while just 11 percent outsource the work. In fact, 35 percent of
organizations reported that they still use spreadsheets to assess pay equity
while 14 percent use compensation technology. Given that 43 percent of

38%

43%

respondents reported an interest in moving toward a model where pay equity

No

is assessed on a continuous basis, the use of compensation technology to
conduct pay equity analysis is likely to become the favored approach in the
coming years.

Yes

55%

Undecided

19%
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Measuring and closing pay gaps

Likewise, only 38 percent of organizations are doing something to
address their pay gaps. The remaining 62 percent report that they

Despite that a majority of respondents reported that their

are not addressing pay gaps at this time (35 percent) or aren’t sure if

organization had done pay equity analysis at some point, only

pay gaps are being addressed in their org (28 percent). This supports

36 percent know what their organization’s gender pay gap is

the notion that while commitment toward pay equity analysis has only

and just 29 percent know their racial pay gap.

increased in recent years, there is still more work needed to fully develop
a pay equity program within these organizations.

Do you know what your pay gaps are?

Are you doing something to address your pay gaps?

Yes, for both the controlled
and uncontrolled gap

Yes, for both the controlled
and uncontrolled gap

Yes, for the uncontrolled gap

Yes, for the uncontrolled gap

(overall regardless of job)

(overall regardless of job)

Yes, for the controlled gap

Yes, for the controlled gap

(employees with the same
job characteristics)

(employees with the same
job characteristics)

No

No, we are not
addressing at this time

Unsure

Unsure
0%

10%

20%

30%

Gender

40%

50%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Race
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How far does your organization intend
to take pay equity in the next year or two?

We will make a commitment to understanding pay equity

45%
We will work to get internal alignment on how to approach pay equity

43%
We will measure our pay gaps (conduct pay equity analyses)

43%

How organizations choose to address pay gaps will
vary in the coming years. At a base level, 45 percent
are committed to understanding pay equity within
their organization, seek internal alignment on how to
approach pay equity (43 percent), or will definitively

We will establish procedures to maintain pay equity

35%

measure their pay gaps (43 percent). But to
address pay gaps directly, only some are committed
to remediation to close pay gaps (31 percent),
establishing procedures to maintain pay equity

We will do a remediation to close pay gaps

31%

(35 percent), or setting goals to actively solve
inequities (30 percent).

We will set goals to actively solve inequalities within the workplace

30%
We will investigate systemic reasons for inequality within the workplace

24%
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Accounting for bias
Bias in job descriptions is one area where organizations can affect

Do you have a centralized management system for
creating and maintaining job descriptions?

change that could potentially improve equitable pay outcomes
across the organization. Many job descriptions can inadvertently
contain gender charged language or even use specific pronouns
to describe the ideal candidate. Limiting major requirements and
forgoing highbrow language can help widen the pool of applicants
to include more women and people of color.
However, less than half (49 percent) have a centralized
management system for creating and maintaining job descriptions
to begin with and only 32 percent of respondents report having a
standardized practice to de-bias job descriptions. Moreover, the
practice of checking job descriptions for bias does not improve
markedly by company size.

49%

Overall

1-99 employees

46%

50%

100-749 employees
47%

750-4,999 employees

53%

5,000-49,999 employees

56%

50,000 or more employees
40%

50%

60%

Do you have standardized practices to de-bias job
descriptions in order to meet diverse hiring goals?

21%

32%
Yes

Pro Tip

No

Payscale compensation management software

Undecided

provides collaboration tools to both help build job
descriptions in collaboration across teams and to
check the language for bias. Learn more.

46%
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Pay equity legislation
Across the country, state legislatures have passed laws in recent years to eradicate

Do you ask prospective employees
about their salary history?

pay discrimination through various policy approaches. However, 28 percent of
respondents have not heard of new pay equity legislation.

11%

Most common is the salary history ban, which prevents employers from asking

31%

candidates about their salary history in the interview or application process. At least
fourteen states have enacted such legislation since 2016, which is meant to prevent
pay inequities from previous employers being carried over to new employment
opportunities. Despite these laws, 31 percent of organizations reported asking
prospective employees about their salary history.
Other legislation is more pertinent to conducting pay equity analysis and developing

58%

compensation structures. Some states now require a certain level of transparency, like
sharing pay ranges with prospective employees. Some legislation goes even further
by requiring employers to submit annual pay data to state regulators broken down
by sex, race, and job category. Meanwhile, pay protections continue to be expanded

Yes

No

Undecided

to other protected classes and the legal definition of “equal work” is evolving toward
“comparable work”.
Legislation in this area continues to widen in scope and frequency. Loopholes in
employer defenses of pay discrimination have gradually been closed in several states,

Next Section

while penalties have grown more severe. Such policy adoptions across the country are

Pay Communications

just one more sign that pay equity programs will be a priority going forward.
Most organizations want to have more pay
transparency but are hesitant to share their pay
Are you
concerned about
new legislation
related to pay
equity or pay
equity reporting?

practices without first having a formal strategy

19%

28%

Yes
No, because we are prepared
55%
19%

No, because it doesn’t apply to us yet
34%

Haven’t heard about this

with attention toward pay equity. However,
once a trusted approach to compensation
management is in place, communications
are critical as the organization will only see
returns for the employer brand if employees
understand how they are paid and why.
www.payscale.com
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Pay Communications & Transparency

Historic inflation rates, high competition for labor amidst the Great

Only the largest companies showed any distinction in using a compensation

Reevaluation, changing societal views of how low wage workers are valued

statement compared to smaller companies, with 56 percent of organizations

– these are just some of the labor force conditions that have come out of

with 50,000 or more employees reporting the practice. Just two industries had

2021 and are poised to create virtually universal upward wage pressure.

a majority of respondents that report the use of a statement: Energy & Utilities

With so many waves being made in the job market, critical pay decisions are

(55 percent) and Finance & Insurance (55 percent).

inevitable. However, the frequency and degree of those pay decisions will
vary from job to job. It’s important to be able to communicate pay decisions
effectively with employees, and at a level of transparency that is strategic

Does your organization provide a total rewards statement to employees?

for your organization. Done correctly, pay communications can foster trust
and engagement within a company. If done poorly, retention and company

5%

culture may suffer.

Total rewards statement

40%

A total compensation statement outlines the total cash compensation that

No

an employee is eligible for. Some total rewards statements include the pay
range as well as a breakdown of the monetary value of rewards such as

Yes

55%

Unsure

PTO and benefits. A total rewards statement is a useful tool for managers to
walk employees through how they are valued by the organization. It is also
an opportunity to explain how market data determines pay and to share the
organization’s compensation philosophy.

Pro Tip
Overall, a majority of organizations (55 percent) report not providing a
compensation statement. This is little changed from last year when
54 percent of respondents reported the same. Top performers did report
a higher percentage (42 percent) of providing employee compensation
statements compared to non-top performers (36 percent).

Payscale compensation management
software provides tools to generate employee
compensation statements to assist managers
with pay communications. Learn more.
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When do you share pay ranges with prospective employees?

Never

24%
22%

In the job advertisement
On initial phone screen

21%
11%

During on-site interview

Manager training
Although managers are often the ones responsible for
communicating pay decisions, most organizations (54 percent)
do not train their managers on how to have conversations about
pay with employees (pay communications). This is a minor
decrease from last year’s 58 percent. Manager training on pay
communications directly increases with company size, with just
26 percent of small companies offering training compared to
67 percent of the largest companies.

12%

Once offer is provided

Given the potential ramifications of how pay decisions are
At the first employee review

rationalized and communicated to employees, the trust most

3%

organizations place in their untrained managers to effectively
We don’t have pay ranges

8%

communicate pay decisions is surprising. Depending on their
understanding and delivery, they can inspire loyalty or seed
apathy.

Sharing pay ranges
Pay ranges are one form of pay communications that the majority
of organizations (68 percent) report sharing with prospective
employees. Sharing pay ranges is a transparency tool that allows
candidates to know the value of a position with the organization

Does your organization train managers on pay communications?

1-99 employees

100-749 employees

and can avoid wasted recruitment efforts by being upfront with
candidates about the prospective pay. It is also useful when

750-4,999 employees

helping candidates understand where there is room for salary
growth once employed.
Among those that do share pay ranges with prospective

5,000-49,999 employees

50,000 or more employees

employees, most either do so in the job advertisement
(22 percent) or the initial phone screening (21 percent).
However, some wait until an offer is provided (12 percent)

0%

20%
Yes

40%
No

60%

80%
Unsure

or during an on-site interview (11 percent).
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Pay transparency
As in previous years, most organizations don’t publish employee salaries, aren’t providing total rewards
statements, and don’t offer rationale about pay decisions. However, just as in previous years, the majority want
to become more transparent about pay.
Respondents have self-evaluated their organization on the pay transparency spectrum for years, but the numbers
haven’t changed substantially. A large portion of organizations (46 percent) currently rate themselves at a 1 on
the spectrum, the lowest level of transparency that essentially limits pay information to what’s on the paycheck.
Another large portion of respondents (49 percent) land in the 2-4 range, which spans sharing minimal market
data with employees to a fully fleshed out compensation strategy. While less than last year (52 percent), it
matches what respondents reported in 2019.
Last year, a majority of organizations (55 percent) wanted to be at least a 3 on the spectrum in 2021; however,
just 34 percent of respondents evaluated themselves as such. This year, 60 percent want to be at least a 3 on
the pay transparency spectrum; however 36 percent of respondents currently evaluate themselves as such.

The Pay Transparency Spectrum
1. What

2. How

3. Where

4. Why

5. Whoa

Your organization tells
employees when and what to
expect on their paycheck.

Your organization
shares some market
data with employees.

Your organization has a comp
plan and shares pay ranges
with individual employees.

Your organization's comp plan
reflects org culture, drives talent
strategy, and is open to EEs.

Ranges and employee pay
information is available to
all employees.

23%

2022 Target

18%

24%

46%

Current position

0%

20%

40%

19%

60%

25%

18%

80%

10%

12%

5%

100%
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Becoming more transparent about pay requires
having pay structures and is more likely with an
individual or team dedicated to compensation.
One obstacle is skepticism in the merits of pay

What is preventing your organization from
reaching your pay transparency target?

transparency among leadership, which
29 percent of respondents report.
It may also be a matter of operational limitations
in organizing pay structures, which 26 percent
of respondents report. Whatever the reason,
pay transparency goals never seem to be

Nothing – We’re satisfied with
our level of pay transparency

35%

Leadership is unconvinced in
the merits of pay transparency

29%

We don’t have organized pay
structures (e.g. job based ranges)

26%

implemented.
We are not confident in our
pay strategy or structures

16%

We lack confidence in the
accuracy of our salary data
We are concerned that we
have pay inequity issues
Other

15%

14%

12%

Next Section
The Future of Compensation
The last section of our report focuses
on the larger function of human
resources and where investment into
compensation management fits into

Pro Tip
Payscale offers services to help customers build a pay
communications plan and train managers on how to have
conversations about pay with employees. Learn more.

the mix against other priorities.
www.payscale.com
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HR Investments
& the Future of Compensation

Importance of compensation activities in the
next few years compared to today
0%

60%

Incorporating new sources of salary data

When it comes to the longer-term priorities for HR, we
find that many organizations have a growing appetite
for comprehensive strategies that address various pay

Identifying and addressing pay inequity

challenges and incorporate new sources of salary data.
Addressing pay compression

When asked to evaluate the importance of various
compensation activities for their organization in the next few
years, 61 percent of respondents flagged incorporating new

Becoming more transparent about pay

sources of salary data as being more important. This was
followed by identifying and addressing pay inequity
(57 percent) and addressing pay compression (52 percent).
Hiring a dedicated compensation professional or enlarging
the compensation team was ranked last in importance.

Expanding total rewards
packages with variable pay

Location-based pay strategies to
accommodate remote work or a
more distributed workforce

However, having a team is the single greatest differentiator
in organizations being able to increase their compensation
maturity and focus on compensation related issues.

Hiring a dedicated compensation
professional or enlarging the comp team

More important

Less important

No change
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Prioritization of compensation activities in 2022 compared to previous years

0%

80%

Developing comp strategy and structures

Conducting manager training
on pay communications

Understanding pay equity and DEIB

Revising total rewards packages

Investing in new sources of pay data

Increasing pay transparency

When focusing on 2022 priorities specifically,

Getting approval for pay increases

organizations showed a clear trend toward prioritizing
the development of compensation strategy and
structures, with 61 percent of respondents. This

Preparing for a remote or hybrid workforce

was followed by conducting manager training on pay
communications (46 percent) and understanding pay
equity as an aspect of diversity, equity, inclusion, and

Getting more from comp software

belonging (DEIB) (45 percent).

Creating variable pay structures

Higher priority

Lower priority

Unchanged
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The greatest challenges for HR in 2022 compared to previous years

Recruiting
Retention
Compensation

Respondents also evaluated the greatest challenges
going into 2022 for HR in their organization. The results
further support the notion that organizations are
looking to level up their compensation strategies.

Engagement
Fostering company culture
Workforce planning
Employee & labor relations

Unsurprisingly, recruiting and retention stood out
as the biggest challenges reported by respondents
amidst the Great Reevaluation (88 and 81 percent,
respectively). Compensation rounded out the top three
most challenging HR areas, flagged by 75 percent of

Learning & development
Performance management
Workplace environment

respondents. Engagement (66 percent) and fostering
company culture (57 percent) are also worthy
mentions, pointing to the turnover woes of 2021.
Expectedly, these HR challenges will be higher priority
investment areas in 2022.

Workplace policies
Benefits management
Modernizing HR software
Job Description Management
ESG (environmental,
social & corporate governance)
0%

20%

40%
More challenging

60%

80%

100%

Higher investment
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Methodology
Numbers of locations in organizations surveyed

The 2022 Compensation Best Practices Survey gathered responses from
November 2021 to January 2022. There were 5,578 respondents.

20%

28%

Top performing organizations
Top-performing organizations are defined as those who

1 exclusive location
9%

2-10 separate locations

exceeded their revenue goals in 2021. In this year’s study,

11-20 separate locations

55%

a quarter of respondents (25 percent) fit this criterion.

21+ separate locations

20%

Organization headquarters

Location
Respondents spanned the globe, including 4,225 respondents
in the United States and 532 respondents in Canada. While
organizations with both single and multiple locations were

4%

16%

10%

United States
Canada

represented, a majority of organizations surveyed reported a
presence in multiple geographic locations.

India
55%

Other
77%
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Size of organizations surveyed

Organization Size

5%
12%

We defined five organizational sizes for comparison as follows:
35%

Small (1-99 employees)

17%

Mid-Size (100-749 employees)
55%

Large (750-4,999 employees)
Enterprise (5,000-49,999 employees)

31%

1-99 employees
100-749 employees
750-4,999 employees
5,000-49,999 employees

Large Enterprise (50,000 or more employees)
About 35 percent of respondents reflect small organizations;
31 percent of respondents come from mid-sized organizations;
17 percent of respondents come from large organizations;
12 percent come from enterprise organizations and
5 percent from large enterprise organizations.

50,000 or more employees
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Industry and Organization Size
As in prior years, the top industries represented in the survey were Technology (including
software), Healthcare and Social Assistance, Manufacturing, Finance & Insurance, and
Nonprofits. In terms of organization type, most respondents were either from a private
company, a public company, or a nonprofit, but we also have respondents from government,
schools, colleges/universities, hospitals, cooperatives, and trade associations.

Industry of organizations surveyed

0%

Other
Technology
Healthcare & Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Finance & Insurance

Type of organization

20%

61%

16%

Private company

Public company

13%

Nonprofit organization

3%

Other

Nonprofit
Retail & Customer Service
Agencies & Consultancies
Construction
Education
Engineering & Science
Food, Beverage & Hospitality

2%

Government

2%

College / University

2%

1%

Hospital

School / School district

Energy & Utilities
Government
Real Estate & Rental & Leasing
Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

1%

0%

Cooperative

Trade Association
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Job level of participants surveyed

Roles respondents played in comp
0%

Review pay increase recommendations

15%
26%
8%

Individual contributor
Manager
Director

23%

80%

Vice president

55%
28%

C-level

Make pay increase recommendations
Complete comp market study
Job evaluation
Update comp structures
Set new hire pay
Undertake pay equity analysis

Job level
A majority of respondents identified as Manager or above (74 percent).
A quarter of respondents identified their job level as Individual
Contributors (26 percent).

Roles
Our respondents play a variety of roles in the compensation process,
including: reviewing and making pay increase recommendations
(66 and 64 percent, respectively), completing comp market studies
(62 percent), job evaluation (61 percent), updating comp structures
(61 percent), setting new hire pay (52 percent), administering incentive

Administer incentive and bonus
plans for the organization
Approve pay increases
Create incentive and bonus
plans for the organization
Set comp budget
Manage executive comp
Create incentive and
bonus plans for my team
Manage sales comp
None of the above

and bonus plans for their organization (45 percent), setting comp
budget (33 percent), and much more.
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About Payscale
As the industry leader in compensation management, Payscale is on a mission to help
organizations value their people and to help people realize their value. Empowering more than
half of the Fortune 500, in 198 countries, Payscale provides a combination of data-driven
insights, best-in-class services and innovative software to enable organizations such as Angel
City Football Club, Perry Ellis International, United Healthcare, Vista and The Washington Post
to make sustainable fair pay a reality.

To learn more, visit www.payscale.com.

Pay is powerful™
powerful
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